Friedrich Juergenson (left) was a Swedish filmmaker who in the 1950s began
to find tiny voices on recordings he was making. He realized they were voices of
dead people—spirits—and the field of EVP (electronic voice phenomena) was
born. Juergenson wrote books and held press conferences on EVP, and when he
died in 1987 he carried his interest with him to the next world.

An image of Juergenson (right) appeared during his funeral on the TV
of his friends Claude and Ellen Thorlin, who caught the image with a Polaroid camera.

Several years after his
death, Juergenson and the
spirit group Timestream
coordinated
a
“crosscontact,” in which Juergenson’s image (left) came
across the TV of Adolf
Homes in Rivenich, Germany.

On the same day, the Harsch couple in Luxembourg
found a file in their computer. It was a picture of
their spirit friend Swejen Salter (right) standing in
her spirit-world lab, showing the picture of Juergenson that her group was “simulcasting” to the TV
of Adolf Homes. They arranged cross-contacts such
as this one in part to assure us that the spirit contacts were legitimate.
In 1994, Juergenson
again
sent his picture
to the TV of
Adolf
Homes.
This time it was the first color picture ever received from the
other side through equipment (left).
Juergenson, Salter, and the spirit group told us they live in a
spirit world called Marduk, which our ethereal friends said also
goes by the name “Eden.” The orbs in several of the pictures
above Juergenson’s head were identified by our spirit group as
the three suns of Eden. They said the “suns” are actually three
higher beings who provide light and life energy to the spirit world—and not balls of burning gas like
the suns in our physical universe.
So the mysteries of Eden are gradually being solved. Today we know it is a spirit world where many
people of Earth awaken after they’ve died and left their physical bodies behind. They become residents of the spirit paradise Eden as the next stage on their soul journey. As I explain in “The Project,” Eden or Marduk had once been a physical planet inhabited by highly advanced humans with a
massive technologies...which ultimately got out of hand an destroyed their world. Edenite colonists
on Earth became marooned here...and the rest, as they say, is history! The “spirit body” of Eden became the paradise destination of many people who die on Earth. They simply go home. — Mark Macy

